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Abstract

Pseudocontact shifts (PCSs) induced by paramagnetic lanthanides produce pronounced effects in nuclear
magnetic resonance spectra, which are easily measured and which deliver valuable long-range structure
restraints. Even sparse PCS data greatly enhance the success rate of 3D (3-d imensional) structure
predictions of proteins by the modeling program Rosetta. The present work extends this approach to 3D
structures of larger proteins, comprising more than 200 residues, which are difficult to model by Rosetta
without additional experimental restraints. The new algorithm improves the fragment assembly method of
Rosetta by utilizing PCSs generated from paramagnetic lanthanide ions attached at four different sites as the
only experimental restraints. The sparse PCS data are utilized at multiple stages, to identify native-like local
structures, to rank the best structural models and to rebuild the fragment libraries. The fragment libraries are
refined iteratively until convergence. The PCS-driven iterative resampling algorithm is strictly data dependent
and shown to generate accurate models for a benchmark set of eight different proteins, ranging from 100 to
220 residues, using solely PCSs of backbone amide protons.

© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Introduction

The assembly of short peptide fragments is the
most widely adopted approach for de novo 3D
(3-d imensional) structure predictions of proteins.
Biennial CASP experiments have shown that,
although this approach is very powerful for small
proteins, it suffers from low success rates for
medium (N100 amino acid residues) to large
proteins (N200 residues) [1]. The failure with large
proteins can be attributed to the difficulty of sampling
the very large conformational space associated
with the search for the global minimum in a high-
dimensional energy function. To attain efficient
sampling, different structure prediction methods
resort to different resampling algorithms. The
QUARK method iteratively reshuffles short to large
fragments during fragment assembly [2]. The I-TAS-
SER method adopts iterative template fragment
assembly [3]. Rosetta incorporates multiple different
iterative approaches such as resampling of β-strand
pairings [4], resampling of local structures identified
from initial sampling [5], identification of startingmodels
er Ltd. All rights reserved.
with correct topology followed by iterative rebuilding
and refinement of the local regions of the structure
that diverged the most in the ensemble [6] and, more
recently, resolution-adapted structural recombination
(RASREC). RASREC is a special genetic algorithm
that iteratively resamples supersecondary and sec-
ondary structural features [7].
While iterative resampling improves the confor-

mational search, inclusion of sparse experimental
restraints has a marked effect in guiding the
conformational sampling, starting from an extended
polypeptide chain, toward the native 3D protein
structure [8]. RASREC performs reliably in 70% of
the proteins with less than 100 residues by the
inclusion of sparse backbone chemical shift informa-
tion [9]. Significantly improved performance is
achieved with the combination of sparse distance
restraints from nuclear Overhauser effects (NOEs)
and orientation restraints from residual dipolar cou-
plings, allowing structure determination of proteins
greater than 150 amino acids [10,11]. The RASREC
approach has recently proven to be useful where
traditional methods had limited success [12,13].
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The RASREC algorithm is designed to identify
native-like features from intermediate models, even
in the absence of experimental restraints, and it
neither takes explicit advantage of experimental
structural information nor uses such information to
select or identify specific structural features. In view
of the powerful long-range structural information
inherent in even sparse pseudocontact shift (PCS)
datasets and the ease with which PCSs can be
measured for large proteins, we developed a new
iterative resampling method that relies on the
structural information encoded by PCSs.
PCSs are induced by paramagnetic metal ions

associated with anisotropic susceptibility (χ) tensors.
They are measured as the difference in chemical
shift between a sample containing a paramagnetic
ion and the corresponding sample containing a
diamagnetic metal. Lanthanide ions offer distinct
advantages for PCS measurements [14] and, in
some metalloproteins, can replace natural metal
ions [15]. Much more generally, however, non-
metalloproteins can be engineered with single
lanthanide binding sites, mostly by site-specific
labeling with a synthetic lanthanide tag, enabling
PCS measurements not only in solution [16,17] but
also in the solid state [18]. The PCS of a nuclear
spin (measured in ppm) arising from a paramagnetic
metal center is given by:

δPCS ¼ 1
12πr 3

Δχax 3 cos2θ−1
� �þ 3

2
Δχrh sin2θ cos2φ

� �� �

ð1Þ
where r, θ and φ are the polar coordinates of the
nuclear spin with respect to the principal axes of the
χ tensor. Δχax and Δχrh are the axial and rhombic
components of the χ tensor [19] and a Δχ tensor
can be defined as the χ tensor minus its average
isotropic component. Equation (1) shows that PCSs
are both orientation and distance dependent. The
potentially large anisotropic magnetic susceptibility
of lanthanides in combination with the relatively
weak r−3 distance dependence makes it possible to
observe PCSs over a distance range of up to 80 Å
(40 Å from the metal center). The PCS of a nuclear
spin therefore provides direct long-range information
about the spin's location in the Δχ-tensor frame,
so long as the location of the metal center and the
Δχ-tensor orientation with respect to the protein are
known or can be determined by fitting to a subset of
PCSs from spins with defined atom positions.
The long-range nature of PCSs makes them

superbly suitable as experimental restraints for
modeling protein folds. We have shown previously
that the Rosetta fragment assembly method can be
combined with PCSs to yield reliable 3D structure
determinations of proteins with less than 150
residues, using PCSs generated from a single
metal center [20]. Structure determinations of larger
proteins, however, face three major limiting factors.
Firstly, if the protein is larger than the range of
sizeable PCSs, only parts of the protein will be
structurally defined by the PCS restraints. Secondly,
PCSs of spins close to the metal center experience
strong paramagnetic relaxation enhancements,
which broaden the nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) signals beyond detection and result in
missing data. Thirdly, PCS data produced by
different paramagnetic lanthanides are strongly
correlated if the chemical structure of the tag is
unchanged and therefore add only limited amount
of new information. In previous work, we overcame
these restrictions by extending the use of PCS
restraints from a single metal center to PCSs from
multiple metal centers. Δχ tensors from multiple tags
ensure complete coverage of the protein with PCSs
and allow restraining the location of nuclear spins
in 3D space in a manner analogous to the global
positioning system (GPS). The implementation of this
algorithm in Rosetta was termed “GPS-Rosetta” [21].
GPS-Rosetta has since been shown to be superior
for 3D structure determinations of proteins compared
with traditional NMR approaches both in solution [21]
and in the solid state [22]. More recently, we have
demonstrated that GPS-Rosetta can be used to
discriminate between distinct conformational states
based on sparse PCS data generated from four
different metal centers in the dengue virus NS2B/
NS3 protease [23].
The GPS-Rosetta approach is in principle appli-

cable for structure determinations of larger proteins,
but the inherent sampling limitation in Rosetta makes
it difficult to generate correct models for proteins over
150 amino acids [11]. Additional time constraints
arise from computing the Δχ tensors needed to score
the structures. In GPS-Rosetta, calculation of a Δχ
tensor involves a search for the best location of the
metal ion on a cubic grid and the Δχ-tensor com-
putation must be repeated for each fragment move
during a Monte Carlo assembly, typically involving
over 100,000 moves per structure [20]. This compu-
tational overhead slows down a GPS-Rosetta simu-
lation with four different metal centers and PCSs from
two different metal ions at each site approximately
10-fold when compared with an unrestrained Rosetta
simulation.
To overcome sampling and time constraints, we

developed a new iterative resampling algorithm,
which depends only on sparse PCSs measured from
multiple metal centers. With the use of these PCSs,
the algorithm automatically identifies good interme-
diate structures, extracts local structural elements
that agree with the experimental data and rebuilds
new fragment libraries. By iteratively resampling and
rebuilding new fragment libraries, we direct the
conformational search to the energetically favorable
minimum while generating no more than a few
thousand sample structures. We benchmark our
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new “iterative GPS-Rosetta” algorithm on a larger,
218-residue, seven-transmembrane α-helical micro-
bial integral membrane protein, phototactic receptor
sensory rhodopsin II (pSRII) from Natronomonas
pharaonis, where experimental PCSs were mea-
sured from four different metal centers [24]. Further-
more, we assess the performance of the iterative
GPS-Rosetta algorithm on an additional set of seven
proteins, which contain 100–200 residues and
comprise different folds, including membrane-bound,
α-helical, β-barrel and α/β topologies.
Results

Assessment of iterative GPS-Rosetta using the
integral membrane protein pSRII

The iterative GPS-Rosetta algorithm was applied
to pSRII generating 2000 models in each iteration
except for the zeroth iteration, where 3000 models
were sampled. The structures were assembled from
three-residue and nine-residue fragment libraries,
each containing 200 fragments for any given window
along the amino acid sequence. The calculations
took about 4000 CPU hours per iteration. Populating
the libraries with fragments in agreement with the
PCS data in an iterative manner dramatically
enhanced the chances of finding the correct protein
fold. The results are summarized in Fig. 1. The
scatter plots (Fig. 1a and b) show how the combined
Rosetta and PCS energy of the final models
decreased with iterations, while the Cα RMSD
relative to the crystal structure [25] in both centroid
decoys and all-atom refined structures improved
simultaneously.
The improvement in the local fragments by the

PCS-based selection is particularly striking, showinga
substantial enhancement in the selection of native-like
fragments over successive iterations (Fig. 1c). The
very first iteration alone (shown in blue) already
produced much more native-like fragments than the
standard fragment library, which is computed based
on sequence information and chemical shift data
(shown in black). As a result, the median RMSD of the
structures sampled in the first iteration shifted by 8 Å
from 13 Å in the zeroth iteration to 5 Å in the first
iteration (Fig. 1d). The PCS energy converged in
about six iterations, at which point 90%of the sampled
structures were within 3.5 Å RMSD of the crystal
structure. Although further iterations no longer re-
duced the PCS and Rosetta energies, the probability
of generating structures with lower RMSD values
continued to increase because of an increase in the
number of PCS-identified fragments. For example,
97% of the structures sampled in the tenth iteration
had anRMSD below 3.2 Å, compared with 90% in the
sixth iteration (Fig. 1d).
In the last four iterations, the combined Rosetta
and PCS energies ranged between −390 REU and
−434 REU (Fig. 1b). This large spread can be
attributed to the existence of multiple local minima
and the high sensitivity of Rosetta's all-atom energy
function to small structural changes. Interestingly,
there is an almost linear correlation between PCS
energy and Cα RMSD for both centroid and all-atom
structures (Fig. 2a and b), suggesting that the PCS
energy acts as a better selection filter than the
Rosetta energy function. The structure with the
lowest PCS energy in the converged sixth iteration
had a Cα RMSD of 2.7 Å to the crystal structure and
was chosen as the final representative structure of
the calculation (Fig. 1e). The back-calculated PCSs
correlated closely with the experimental PCSs for this
structure (Fig. 2c–f), with a low quality-factorQ [26] of
0.09 and only 2.6% of the PCSs deviating by more
than the error bound of 0.05 ppm. The axial and
rhombic components of theΔχ tensors (TableS1) are
also resolved to similar magnitudes compared to the
previously determined values [24,27].

Performance benchmark of iterative
GPS-Rosetta algorithm

We benchmarked the performance of the iterative
GPS-Rosetta algorithm on an additional set of seven
proteins. Three targets that are considered difficult
targets for de novo structure determination were
chosen from the Protein Structure Initiative project
[28]. The simulation setup for all proteins was
identical the one employed for pSRII. For all seven
targets B–H, the energy scatter plots, improvement
in local fragment libraries and density plots and the
similarity of the final calculated structure to the target
structure all exhibited similar traits as observed for
pSRII (Figs. S1–S7). Target B was the smallest of all
of the targets and the energy converged within three
iterations. For targets C and H, convergence took
four iterations. In contrast, the PCS energy for
targets D and G continued to drop until the tenth
iteration. The structures with the lowest PCS energy
after convergence or after the tenth iteration were
chosen as the representative structure to assess
the model quality. Table 1 summarizes the results for
all benchmark proteins including pSRII. All have Q
factors below 0.12, indicating excellent agreement of
the experimental data with the structural model [26].
The RMSD to the reference structures was as low
as 1.3 Å (target E). The highest RMSD (6.2 Å) was
observed for target G. The high RMSD is, however,
entirely due to differences in the structures of loop
regions. Excluding the loop regions from the RMSD
calculation lowers the value to 1.1 Å.
The fragment libraries rebuilt using PCSs had

a marked effect on sampling. In all targets, every
iteration sampled structures with lower RMSD values
compared to the previous iteration as shown in Fig. 3.



Fig. 1. Results from PCS-driven iterative GPS-Rosetta applied to pSRII. (a) Scatter plot of structures sampled by
GPS-Rosetta. The combined Rosetta centroid energy and PCS energy is plotted versus the Cα RMSD of the crystal
structure (PDB ID 1H68 [25]). The results from the different iterations are colorcoded, with the zeroth iteration in black and
the next 10 iterations in blue to red as shown in the color bar on the right. The same colorcoding is used throughout the
manuscript. (b) Same as (a), but after all-atom refinement. (c) Improvement in the quality of fragments identified by
overlapping Δχ tensors in the PCS-driven iterative scheme. The plot shows the RMSD calculated between each
nine-residue fragment and its corresponding native fragment in the crystal structure. The zeroth iteration (black) used the
standard fragment library of the Robetta server, while subsequent iterations took the PCSs into account. (d) Probability
density plots illustrating how consecutive iterations shift the conformational sampling toward structures with lower Cα

RMSD to the crystal structure. Vertical bars shown for the 0th, 1st and 7th iterations identify the respective medians.
(e) Superimposition of the structure with the lowest PCS energy (green) with the crystal structure (gray).
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The effect is very prominent in the first iteration, which
highlights the capacity to identify native-like local
structure using PCS datasets from multiple metal
sites. In all targets, more than 60% of the structures
sampled in the converged iteration hadRMSD values
below 5 Å to the native structure and more than 85%
reached this value in the tenth iteration. For target E
after the tenth iteration, 99% of the structures had an
RMSD below 1.8 Å relative to the native structure.
Finally, we also tested the iterative GPS-Rosetta

protocol with fewer PCS datasets. As an example,
we restricted the experimental data to PCSs from
three metal centers and two metals per center in
the targets C, E and F. Targets C and E performed

Image of Fig. 1


Fig. 2. PCS assessment of the PCS-driven iterative GPS-Rosetta calculation applied to pSRII. (a) Scatter plot of
centroid structures sampled by GPS-Rosetta as in Fig. 1a, but showing the PCS energy only versus the Cα RMSD of the
crystal structure. (b) Same as (a), but for the structures after all-atom refinement. (c) Correlation between experimental and
back-calculated PCSs for the tag at position 56 in the representative structure determined with iterative GPS-Rosetta
(Fig. 1e). The data from the four different metals are represented in gray (Dy3+), cyan (Tm3+), brown (Tb3+) and pink
(Yb3+), respectively. (d–f) Same as (c), except for the mutants I121C, S154C and V169C, respectively.
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similarly well as in the situation of four tags with four
metals used in the benchmark set (Figs. S8 and S9),
but the PCS-based identification of improved frag-
ments failed for target F (Fig. S10). With an increase
in the number of PCS data to four metals per center,
the iterative GPS-Rosetta method again produced a
successful result for target F (Fig. S11) but needed
four additional iterations to converge. This indicates
that the structure of target F is intrinsically more
difficult to predict. Target F has a complex α/β
topology consisting of one α-helix and seven
β-strands that form two antiparallel β-sheets. In this
case, availability of PCS datasets from four metals
per center was clearly crucial to increase the
coverage and selection of a larger number of
native-like fragments. The algorithm requires PCSs

Image of Fig. 2


Table 1. Benchmark performance of the iterative GPS-Rosetta protocol.

Targets PDB ID Nres
a Cα RMSDb

0th iteration
(Å)

Cα RMSD
(iteration)

(Å)

Cα RMSDc

(ordered residues)
(Å)

Q
factord

Cα RMSD
10th iteration

(Å)

Biological
Magnetic

Resonance
Bank ID

Reference

A (pSRII) 1H68 218 3.6 2.7 (6) 2.4 (185) 0.09 2.7 16678 [25]
B (ERp29-C) 2M66 106 6.6 3.0 (3) 2.2 (90) 0.12 3.4 4920 [21]
C (OmpX) 2M06 148 6.1 3.3 (4) 2.5 (100) 0.10 3.3 4936 [44]
D (polyketide

cyc-like protein)
2M47 157 4.7 3.5 (5) 2.1 (111) 0.09 3.9 18989 Unpublished

E (CAP protein) 1S0P 160 3.6 1.3 (10) 1.0 (136) 0.05 1.3 5393 [45]
F (LEA protein) 1YYC 167 19.8 3.7 (6) 3.0 (112) 0.13 3.4 6515 Unpublished
G (OprH) 2LHF 179 13.2 6.2 (10) 1.1 (92) 0.10 6.2 17842 [46]
H (human leukocyte

function-associated
antigen 1)

1DGQ 188 6.0 3.5 (4) 3.1 (123) 0.11 3.5 4553 [47]

a Number of amino acid residues.
b The Cα RMSD was calculated between the structure with the lowest PCS energy and the corresponding reference structure

determined by X-ray crystallography or NMR.
c The Cα RMSD was calculated as in the previous column, but including only ordered residues, identified by the STRIDE secondary

structure assignment program [48].
d The Q factor was calculated as the RMSD between experimental and back-calculated PCSs divided by the root mean square of the

experimental PCSs.
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from at least two different metal centers to identify
an improved fragment and availability of PCSs from
four metal centers, as used in the benchmark set,
increases the coverage and allows the algorithm
to select from six different pair-wise combinations,
whereas three metal centers allow only three
combinations.
Discussion

The success of the iterative GPS-Rosetta ap-
proach lies in building the computational algorithm
Fig. 3. Cumulative probability density plots of all the eight p
as in Table 1.
around the structural information encoded in PCS
data. PCS data from multiple tags have major
advantages for structure determination, as they
can pinpoint the location of atoms in space. PCSs
recorded for a nuclear spin from two or more metal
centers restrict the location of the spin to the
intersection of the isosurfaces defined by two or
more Δχ tensors. This approach of using lanthanide
tags in a manner analogous to GPS satellites has
previously been shown to identify the global fold of
a protein with high accuracy [21,22,29] and to
discriminate between different conformational states
[23,30]. Here we extended this concept by taking
roteins in the benchmark set (a–h). The targets are labeled

Image of Fig. 3
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advantage of the restraint information associated
with overlapping PCS isosurfaces to populate
fragment libraries with native-like local structural
elements. Reliable identification of local structure
greatly boosts the performance of fragment assem-
bly-based algorithms, which hinge on the assump-
tion that the global fold of the protein is dictated
by the local structure adopted by any given amino
acid sequence [31]. Enriching the fragment library
with local fragments of correct structure very much
reduces the amount of conformational sampling,
which is critically important for large proteins. In the
case of target B, the iterative GPS-Rosetta protocol
only took 7000 structures to achieve convergence
compared to the standard GPS-Rosetta protocol,
which is required to generate over 100,000 models
[21]. In the present work, up to 23,000 structures
were sampled per target.
A most advantageous feature of our PCS-based

fragment selection is the identification of not only
ordered secondary structure elements but also loop
regions, which is manifested as a drop in overall
energy with successive iterations in either centroid
or all-atom modes. The largest effect is seen in a
clear and distinct drop in energy in the very first
iteration. Our PCS-driven resampling technique is
in stark contrast to RASREC, which attempts to
rebuild fragments by systematically biasing toward
generalized structural features of known proteins
[7].
Using PCSs from only two rather than three or

more metal centers results in a lesser quality of the
selected fragments and often leads to the inclusion
of fragments with non-native conformation. This
brings about higher RMSD values of the fragments
selected for the first iteration (Fig. 1c and Figs. S1–
S7). Nonetheless, less precise fragments tend
to be quickly removed in subsequent fragment
assembly stages and the accumulation of correct
fragments in later iterations is reflected in lowerRMSD
values.
The number of iterations required for the PCS

energy to converge varies between different targets.
This is expected, as the protein topology and the
quality of fragments present in the fragment libraries
differ for different proteins. The eight different
proteins chosen in the present study represent
different fold families and native and homologous
fragments were explicitly excluded from the frag-
ment libraries to avoid any bias that could have
enhanced convergence. Much greater convergence
rates can probably be achieved, if structures of
homologous proteins are available to populate the
initial fragment library.
In this work, the convergence criterion and

selection of the best structural elements were
based on PCS energy only. The Rosetta all-atom
score was not used for three reasons: (i) the PCS
scores correlated better with fragment structural
similarity than the Rosetta all-atom score. Rosetta
all-atom energies are highly sensitive to small
local structural variations, whereas the long-range
effect of PCSs constitutes a more global measure
of structural similarity. (ii) The PCS energy is a
meaningful metric, as the PCS score directly
indicates agreement with experiment. (iii) By not
relying on theRosetta built-in energy function, neither
for fragment selection nor for judging convergence,
it is straightforward to implement our approach
with any other experimental parameter imbued with
structural information.
Membrane-bound proteins constitute nearly 30%

of the human genome [32], many of which are
potential drug targets [33]. Three of the proteins in
the benchmark set are membrane bound; pSRII
(target A) has an α-helical topology, while OmpX
(target C) and OprH (target G) form β-barrels. Novel
methodologies in solution and solid-state NMR have
advanced the field of membrane protein structure
determination [34]. Nonetheless, it is still difficult
to measure a large number of NOEs in a suitable
membrane mimetic environment. In contrast, PCSs
can be measured with high sensitivity in simple 2D
(2-dimensional) NMR experiments and their long-
range nature offers an excellent experimental under-
pinning of the final structural model.
The 3D structure of target A (pSRII) has previously

been solved by two different approaches based on
sparse NMR restraints. The first approach used
RASREC Rosetta [7,10] with NOE restraints gener-
ated using perdeuterated samples in combination
with 13C-methyl labeling of the amino acids isoleu-
cine, leucine, valine, alanine, methionine and thre-
onine [35]. The results of this approach [10] were
very similar to the structure obtained by the iterative
GPS-Rosetta protocol. The second and more recent
approach utilized a combination of NMR-derived
restraints including PCSs [24]. The PCSs were
obtained from four different metal centers with fixed
Δχ-tensor parameters, sparse NOEs were generat-
ed using ILVA (isoleucine, leucine, valine and
alanine) labeled deuterated samples, backbone
dihedral angles were predicted using TALOS [36]
and hydrogen-bond networks were predicted from
slow exchange observed for amide protons in
solvent accessibility experiments in combination
with secondary structure analysis using chemical
shift information. Using the combined restraints in
Xplor-NIH [37,38] generated a structure with 2.6 Å
RMSD to the reference structure, whereas using
only PCS data produced a structure with 5.0 Å
RMSD [24]. Remarkably, using the PCS data from
the same study, our iterative GPS-Rosetta protocol
produced a quite similar result (2.7 Å RMSD)
without using any other restraints and without
making any assumptions about any of the Δχ-tensor
parameters, instead optimizing them dynamically
during fragment assembly.
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Methods

The iterative GPS-Rosetta algorithm

The iterative GPS-Rosetta protocol is divided into two
stages (Fig. 4). The first stage generates a small number
(e.g., 3000) of structural decoys. The second stage
rebuilds new fragments guided by PCSs. The two stages
are iterated until the PCS energy has converged or until a
maximum number of iterations is reached. Convergence
in sampling is considered to be attained if there is no
further decrease in the PCS energy for the lowest-energy
Fig. 4. Flowchart of the itera
structure compared to the lowest-energy structure in the
previous iteration.

Stage 1: GPS-Rosetta sampling

The Rosetta fragment assembly protocol employs
Metropolis Monte Carlo assembly of nine-residue and
three-residue fragments, which are generated using
sequence and backbone diamagnetic chemical shift
information of the target protein [39,40]. PCS scores for
each of the different metal centers are weighted relative to
Rosetta's centroid scoring function. The weighting factors
(w) for each of the metal centers used to score the PCSs
tive GPS-Rosetta protocol.

Image of Fig. 4
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relative to the Rosetta scoring function are calculated
by generating 1000 structures without PCS restraints.
The weighting factors are then calculated for each of the
n metal centers independently using

w ¼ ahigh−alow
chigh−c low

� �
=n ð2Þ

where ahigh and alow are the averages of the highest and
lowest 10% of the values of the Rosetta ab initio score and
chigh and clow are the averages of the highest and lowest
10% of the PCS scores obtained by rescoring 1000 decoys
with a unity PCS weighting factor.
All Δχ tensors for the individual metal centers are

optimized simultaneously during the folding simulation in
Rosetta. For each metal center, all of the eight parame-
ters, as defined in Eq. (1), are fitted and the fit quality is
scored as

sk ¼ Rc
Xm
q¼1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXnPCS

p¼1

PCSpq
calc− PCSpq

exp

	 
2

vuut ð3Þ

where m is the number of PCS datasets (one dataset per
metal ion) and nPCS is the number of PCSs in the dataset.
Rc is a unity constant in units of REU

ppm to convert PCS
root-mean-square deviations into Rosetta energy units
(REU). The total PCS energy (EPCS) is given by:

EPCS ¼
Xntag
k¼1

sk ð4Þ

For the Rosetta centroid fragment assembly phase,
PCS fit quality scores for each of the metal centers
are independently weighted and the total weighted sum
score, Stotal, is added to the low-resolution centroid energy
function of Rosetta:

Stotal ¼
Xntag
k¼1

sk:wk ð5Þ

In the zeroth iteration, which uses the standard fragment
libraries from the Robetta server [41], 3000 structures
are generated. These structures are ranked according to
their combined PCS energy [Eq. (4)] from all of the metal
centers, and the top 200 structures are selected and
refined as full-atommodels using Rosetta'sRelax protocol.
For each of these top 200 structures, five different Relax
simulations are performed, generating 1000 structures.
These structures are again ranked according to their total
PCS energy [using Eq. (4)] and the top 100 structures are
used to build new fragment libraries.

Stage 2: Identification of new fragments based on PCS

Each of the top 100 structures generated in stage 1 is
scanned, in overlapping nine-residue windows, for regions
that strictly satisfy two conditions: Firstly, a nine-residue
window must contain at least four PCSs per metal ion.
Secondly, PCSs from at least two different metal centers
must be within the error margin (e.g., ±0.05 ppm) of the
experimental value. The windows that fail to comply are
discarded. A new fragment library is then generated and
populated in a ratio of at least 12% new versus old
fragments. At any given iteration, new fragments selected
from the top 100 structures can populate at most 50% of
the fragment library (which, by default, comprises 200
fragments) so that 50% of the original fragments are
always retained. New sampling is then performed as
described for stage 1 except that fewer structures, 2000
models per iteration, are generated.
The algorithm is designed to run on a computer cluster

and is automated. The user can modify the individual steps
in the algorithm if needed†. The algorithm requires the
Rosetta software suite‡.

PCS data

Experimental PCS data

Currently, there are only two proteins with published
PCS datasets that have been measured from at least
four different metal centers: pSRII, which is a seven-
transmembrane α-helical integral membrane protein con-
taining 218 residues [24,35], and the C-terminal domain
of the endoplasmic reticulum protein 29 (ERp29-C), which
contains 106 residues. ERp29-C was previously used to
demonstrate the GPS-Rosetta protocol [21].

In this study, pSRII was used to demonstrate the
PCS-driven iterative GPS-Rosetta algorithm. The PCSs
for this protein were obtained using C2 lanthanide tags
[29,27] ligated to the four different cysteine mutants L56C,
I121C, S154C and V169C. Residues 56 and 121 are in the
extracellular loop regions of the membrane protein, S154
is on the cytosolic side and V169 is in the transmembrane
region. A total of 737 PCSs have been measured with
Dy3+, Tb3+ and Tm3+ in a membrane-mimicking micelle
environment with an experimental error of 0.02 ppm, but
only 66% of the residues have at least one measured PCS
value [24].

In ERp29-C, 212 PCSs have been measured for Tb3+

and Tm3+ at four different sites [21], using IDA-SH tags
[42] ligated to the mutants C157S/S200C/K204D, C157S/
A218C/A222D and C157S/Q241C/N245D, as well as the
C1 tag [27] ligated to the wild-type protein.

Simulated PCS data

For other benchmark proteins devoid of experimental
PCS data, datasets were generated mimicking real
experimental conditions by computationally grafting the
coordinates of the C2 tag [29,27] onto the target structure
at four randomly chosen solvent-exposed residues. For
each site, a rotamer library was generated for the tag to
sample all physically possible 3D conformations of the C2
tag without steric clashes to the protein and a single
rotamer was picked randomly to define the coordinates
of metal position of the Δχ tensor. Euler angles, which
determine the orientation of the Δχ-tensor frame relative to
the protein frame, were also chosen randomly. PCS data
were generated for Dy3+, Tb3+, Tm3+ and Yb3+, using the
Δχax and Δχrh values determined for the L56C mutant of
pSRII [24] by fitting the experimental PCS data to the pSRII
iterative GPS-Rosetta model. PCS data were generated
only for the backbone amide protons using pyParaTools
[43]. PCSs of spins within a 12-Å radius from the metal
centers were excluded from the datasets to account for the
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loss of signal due to the paramagnetic relaxation en-
hancement effect. A random error of ±0.04 ppm, which is
twice the standard deviation found in the fits of experi-
mental PCSs for pSRII, was added to all PCS data. To
account for incomplete data, we randomly deleted PCSs
from each of the datasets until the total coverage was 66%.
In total, the four metal centers, each carrying four different
lanthanide metals, resulted in sixteen datasets.

Starting fragment library

The Robetta server [41] was used to create the initial
three- and nine-residue fragment libraries, explicitly omitting
homologous proteins in the fragment generation. Fragment
selection was aided by 1H, 15N and 13C diamagnetic
chemical shifts of the backbone atoms, which were taken
from the Biological Magnetic Resonance Bank (Table 1).

Conclusion

This work demonstrates that PCS-driven preselection of
local fragments presents a practical route to the calculation
of 3D protein structures of medium to large size. By
iterative fragment sampling and rebuilding guided by PCSs
from different metal centers, we generated near-native
models for all of the eight different protein folds in the
benchmark set. This procedure overcomes the prohibi-
tively large amount of sampling required in other Rosetta
fragment assembly methods that determine the structures
of larger proteins with the help short-range restraints.
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